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by Holly Black

by Dav Pilkey

A latest entry in the series that includes
The Iron Trial and The Copper Gauntlet
continues the good-versus-evil
adventures of Callum Hunt, his Chaoswolf, Havoc, and their companions in the
magical world of the Magisterium.

A new series by the creator of Captain
Underpants follows the adventures of
Greg the police dog who, after being
injured on the job at the side of his police
officer companion, makes history through
a life-saving surgery that changes him
into Dog Man.

Ghosts

Every Single Second

by Raina Telgemeier

by Tricia Springstubb

The multiple Eisner Award-winning
creator of Drama presents the
graphically illustrated story of Catrina,
who moves to coastal Northern California
in the hope that the climate will be better
for her sick little sister and who learns
that her new community is haunted.

Struggling with the feeling that her life is
spinning out of control, 12-year-old Nella
is shocked when her former best friend's
brother makes a fatal mistake, prompting
the need for Nella to choose between
conflicting loyalties in a community torn
by racial and class divides.
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by Rick Riordan

by D. J MacHale

When Thor's hammer goes missing once
again, Magnus Chase and his
companions are challenged to retrieve
the weapon from enemy forces that are
threatening the Nine Worlds with an army
of giants, an effort that requires an
agreement with the demanding Loki.

A debut entry in a spooky thriller series by
the best-selling author of the Pendragon
fantasy adventures depicts an
otherworldly library where ghosts go to
write their unfinished stories at the risk of
being taken over by them.
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by Trenton Lee Stewart

by Geronimo Stilton

Spending his days exploring the
abandoned buildings near where he and
his mother live after falling on rough
times, Reuben discovers a mysterious
pocket watch that gives him the power of
invisibility.

Summoned to the Kingdom of Fantasy
when the Queen of the Fairies goes
missing with three powerful magic
objects, Geronimo Stilton teams up with
magical friends for a harrowing journey.
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Fuzzy

by Tom Avery

by Tom Angleberger

Sharing common interests in spite of the
cystic fibrosis that may separate them
one day, twins Jamie and Ned discover a
strange scaled animal on the beach and
hide him in their garage.

When Max befriends her new robot
classmate Fuzzy, she helps him navigate
Vanguard Middle School.
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